Year 6 Home Learning Timetable

Monday 29th June 2020
Time

Activity

9:00-9:30
am

PE

9:30-10:20
am

10:2010:30 am
10:3011:00 am
11:0011:50 am

Maths
Understand percentages

Times Tables
Break
English
Reading Focus: Summary

11:50 am 12:00
noon

Spelling

12:00-1:00
pm

Lunch

1:00-1:15
pm

Reading

1:15-2:15
pm

2:15-3:30
pm

Geography
Where are all the people?

Tasks

Links

Burn off some energy before you sit down to work.

Work out with Joe Wicks

In today’s lesson, you will begin by consolidating our
understanding of percentages before applying this to a range
of problems including calculating percentages of amounts and
comparison of percentages, including percentage decrease.
You will need a pencil and some paper.
If you would like an additional challenge, have a go at this
investigation about percentages.
Log on to TT Rock Stars and continue from where you left off.

Understand percentages (22.06.20)

Nrich: Would you rather?
Times Tables Rock Stars

Go outside for some fresh air or open the windows and try the Challenge
challenge. See if you can complete all the activities this week!
In this session, you will be looking at summary questions.
Reading Comprehension (22.06.20)
You will also be given some spellings to practise for the week.
You will need a pencil and some paper.
Practise spelling the words that were introduced in your
Spelling Frame
English lesson, using the ideas from your work packs. When
you are confident with these words, try and find other words
that fit the same pattern or practise spelling the words on the
Year 5/6 list.
Why not ask if you could make your own packed lunch and if the weather is nice, eat outdoors?
Read, either to yourself or to an adult or sibling. If you have
read all the books available, why not spend some time on read
theory?
In this lesson, we will be starting a new topic all about
population! We will consider how many people there are on
the planet, how this has changed, and where populations are
distributed.
You will need a pencil and some paper.
... creating a natural decoration for the garden or windowsill.

Read Theory
First News

…dancing out at the end of the day!

High Hopes

Where are all the people? (22.06.20)

Wind Whirlers

Try your hand at…

Year 6 Home Learning Timetable
Tuesday 30th June 2020

Time

Activity

9:00-9:30
am

PE

9:30-10:20
am
10:2010:30 am
10:3011:00 am
11:0011:50 am

Maths
Equivalences between FDP

Times Tables
Break
English
Reading Focus: Summary

11:50 am 12:00
noon

Spelling

12:00-1:00
pm

Lunch

1:00-1:15
pm

Reading

1:15-2:15
pm

PSHE
Black Lives Matter!

2:15-3:30
pm

Try your hand at…

Tasks
Today, let’s get started with some Zumba!

Links
Zumba - Everybody

In today’s lesson, you will investigate equivalent fractions,
Equivalences between FDP (23.06.20)
decimals and percentages and then put them in increasing or
decreasing order. You will need a pencil and some paper.
Want to practise finding the equivalents of fractions, decimals Nrich: Matching fractions, decimals and percentages
and percentages? Play this game from Nrich.
See if you can win the chase, using the times table you are
Times table chase
working on.
Go outside for some fresh air or open the windows and try the Challenge
challenge. See if you can complete all the activities this week!
In this session, you will be looking at summary questions.
Reading Comprehension (23.06.20)
You will need a pencil and some paper.
Practise spelling the words that were introduced in your
Spelling Frame
English lesson, using the ideas from your work packs. When
you are confident with these words, try and find other words
that fit the same pattern or practise spelling the words on the
Year 5/6 list.
Why not ask if you could make your own packed lunch and if the weather is nice, eat outdoors?
Read, either to yourself or to an adult or sibling. If you have
Read Theory
read all the books available, why not spend some time on read First News
theory?
PSHE - Black Lives Matter! (22.06.20)
In today's lesson, you will visit a key topic of Black Lives
Matter given the recent case of George Floyd. The lesson is
around creating hope for the future – a future that is not
based on the colour of someone's skin but the content of their
character. A national push for an Oak Tree of Hope will be
shared, where we all share a hope using #Iamhopefulfor and
attach it to a tree as a symbol of the diversity of our society.
For this lesson, you will need a pen and paper.
… giving an opinion about your town in Spanish.
Give an opinion about your town in Spanish (23.06.20)
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… dancing out at the end of another day! Well done everyone.

Just got paid

st

Wednesday 1 July 2020

Time

Activity

9:00-9:30
am

PE

9:30-10:20
am

10:2010:30 am
10:3011:00 am

Maths
Problems with
percentages of amounts

Times Tables
Break

11:0011:50 am

English
Features of an explanation
text

11:50 am 12:00
noon

Spelling

12:00-1:00
pm

Lunch

1:00-1:15
pm

Reading

1:15-2:15
pm
2:15-3:30
pm

Science
Explain what happens to
particles during dissolving

Try your hand at…

Tasks

Links

Burn off some energy before you sit down to work.

Wake up and work out with Joe Wicks

In today’s lesson, you will be learning to find a percentage of an
amount, including using efficient strategies and looking at the
link between percentages and fractions.You will need a pencil
and some paper.
If you would like to continue learning about percentages, play
this game from Nrich.
Log on to TT Rock Stars and continue from where you left off.

Problems with percentages of amounts (24.06.20)

Nrich: 100 percent
Times Tables Rock Stars

Go outside for some fresh air or open the windows and try the
Challenge
challenge. See if you can complete all the activities this week!
In this lesson, you are going to explore the features of an
Features of an explanation text (24.06.20)
explanation text.
You will need a pencil and some paper.
Practise spelling the words that were introduced in your English
Spelling Frame
lesson, using the ideas from your work packs. When you are confident
with these words, try and find other words that fit the same pattern
or practise spelling the words on the Year 5/6 list.
Why not ask if you could make your own packed lunch and if the weather is nice, eat outdoors?
Read, either to yourself or to an adult or sibling. If you have
read all the books available, why not spend some time on read
theory?
In this lesson, you will learn what happens to particles during
dissolving. We will investigate what happens when we mix
water with salt, sugar and sand. For this lesson you will need a
pencil and a piece of paper. If you would like to take part in the
practical you will also need a glass of water and some sugar
… …being a nature spotter. Start a nature survey. Jot down how
many different birds, flowers or insects you can spot outside.

Read Theory
First News
Explain what happens to particles during dissolving
(24.06.20)
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Record your results in a tally chart. You might like to include
other forms of recording: photos, drawings or online research.
You could add a little bit each day.
… dancing out at the end of another day
nd

Thursday 2

July 2020

Time

Activity

9:00-9:30
am

PE

9:30-10:20
am

10:2010:30 am
10:3011:00 am
11:0011:50 am

Clean Up!

Maths
Interpret mean as an
average

Times Tables
Break
English
SPaG focus: parenthesis

11:50 am 12:00
noon

Spelling

12:00-1:00
pm

Lunch

1:00-1:15
pm

Reading

Tasks
Burn off some energy before you sit down to work.

Links
PE with Jack and Jake

In today’s lesson, you will explore averages before creating a
Interpret mean as an average (25.06.20)
formula for calculating the mean. You will then move on to
find missing values using the mean.
Fill any extra time with the additional activity.
You will need a pencil and some paper.
Use your knowledge of finding the mean to complete this
Nrich: Real Statistics
investigation. Although you won’t be able to carry out your
own survey about getting to school, why not complete one for
your family’s
favourite foods?
See if you can win the chase, using the times table you are
Maths Chases
working on.
Go outside for some fresh air or open the windows and try the Challenge
challenge. See if you can complete all the activities this week!
In this lesson, you are going to be looking at punctuation for
English - parenthesis (25.06.20)
parenthesis.
You will need a pencil and some paper.
Practise spelling the words that were introduced in your
Spelling Frame
English lesson, using the ideas from your work packs. When
you are confident with these words, try and find other words
that fit the same pattern or practise spelling the words on the
Year 5/6 list.
Why not ask if you could make your own packed lunch and if the weather is nice, eat outdoors?
Read, either to yourself or to an adult or sibling. If you have
Read Theory
read all the books available, why not spend some time on read First News
theory?
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1:15-2:15
pm

2:15-3:30
pm

Geography
Why does population
change?

In this lesson, we will examine how population has changed
over time, how birth rates and death rates affect population,
and how the population of the UK has changed.

Try your hand at…

… …an outdoor scavenger hunt. Go outside and try to find
something beginning with each letter of the alphabet. What
creative ways can you come up with to find an item for X, Y
and Z?
…dancing out at the end of another day!

Why does population change? (25.06.20)

24K Magic

Year 6 Home Learning Timetable
Friday 3rd July 2020

Time

Activity

9:00-9:30
am

PE

9:30-10:20
am

10:2010:30 am
10:3011:00 am
11:0011:50 am
11:50 am 12:00
noon
12:00-1:00
pm
1:00-1:15
pm
1:15-2:15
pm
2:15-3:30
pm

Maths
Interpret line graphs

Times Tables
Break
English
Write an explanation
Spelling
Lunch
Reading
Art
Henri Matisse and Collage

Try your hand at…

Tasks

Links

Burn off some energy before you sit down to work.

Zumba - Dance Monkey

In today’s lesson, you will explore discrete and cumulative
data and interpret different types of line graphs.
Fill any spare time with the Friday Maths Challenge.
You will need a pencil and some paper.
If you would like to try any more investigations about topics
you have covered so far, give these a try.

Interpret line graphs (26.06.20)

Log on to TT Rock Stars and continue from where you left off.

Friday Maths Challenge
Nrich: Star Polygons
Nrich: Combining lengths
Nrich: Subtended angles
Nrich: Jugs of Wine
Times Tables Rock Stars

Go outside for some fresh air or open the windows and try the Challenge
challenge. See if you can complete all the activities this week!
In this lesson, you are going to plan and write an explanation. Writing a biography (26.06.20)
You will need a pencil and some paper.
Take the test on Spelling Frame. Afterwards, you can practise
Spelling Frame
any words you found trickier, using the ideas in your work
packs.
Why not ask if you could make your own packed lunch and if the weather is nice, eat outdoors?
Read, either to yourself or to an adult or sibling. If you have
Read Theory
read all the books available, why not spend some time on read First News
theory?
In this lesson you will learn about French artist Henri Matisse
Art - Henri Matisse (26.06.20)
and create a collage inspired by his work.
… drawing a cartoon cat.

How to draw a cartoon cat

… dancing out at the end of another week! Well done
everyone.

This is me!

